Dear Ms. Murphy,

I am an investor. I strongly support regulations that would require publicly-traded companies to disclose CEO-to-median worker pay ratios. As income inequality reaches unprecedented heights, the public has the right to know which corporations are fueling the yawning gap between rich and poor.

Disclosure of CEO-to-worker pay ratios are also crucial for investors. This information is important for determining whether corporations are diverting resources to executives at the expense of long-term investments and workforce development. Additionally, investors need to be able to gauge whether executives' compensation is falling in line with their performance.

RE: SEC, Please don't give in to the Chamber of Commerce & other Business Organizations to (Enact a provision of the Dodd-Frank Act on CEO Compensation).

All the employees of these (Sweat Shops) should have the right to know what their employers wages & benefits are vs their own wages & benefits. Most of the Fast Food Places are (Nothing but Parasites). They pay dirt cheap wages so the employees can't live on it & than they have to get help from the State or Federal Government, (The Taxpayer) all due to(Corporate GREED). Also, most of the big banks are still borrowing Billions of dollars & they're making many millions in profits (Off the Taxpayer). And worse yet, they're getting bigger & bigger all the time, even bigger than the first (Downfall in 2008-2009). The fact is this same situation is going to happen again SOON. Too big to FAIL or JAIL should never happen especially where there is FRAUD involved to cover-up.

Thanks so much for your time.

Sincerely Yours, John

Sincerely,

John Stockhausen